10:15 a.m.  Opening Remarks

- Commissioner Summer Mersinger
- Chairman Rostin Behnam
- Commissioner Kristin Johnson
- Commissioner Christy Goldsmith-Romero
- Commissioner Caroline Pham

10:45 a.m.  Panel 1: The State of the Metals Markets

An update on the state of the metals markets since the presentation at the EEMAC meeting in September, with a specific focus on copper.

Lead Participants:
- Derek Sammann, The CME Group

11:30 a.m.  Panel 2: Mitigation Credits

A discussion exploring mitigation credits and how the CFTC could provide technical assistance in the creation of markets.

Lead Participants:
- Michael Rolband, Virginia Department of Environmental Quality

12:30 p.m.  Panel 3: Kick-off of Subcommittees

An introduction of the subcommittee members, including newly appointed SGE and representative members, and an outline of the potential issues and topics to be addressed in the subcommittee reports.

1:15 p.m.  Closing Remarks

1:30 p.m.  Adjourn Meeting